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Abstract
Many parall el algorithms have been propose d for find ing the
correct match es between featur e points in random dot
stereo grams .
Some algorithms have used local support
funct ions and have achieved globally good solut ions by using
relaxation in a parallel network. Recently , Prazdny 1 has shown
that iterat ion is unnecessary if a much larger support function is
used, and that this support function can be desiqn ed to work for
stereograms containing transp arent surfaces. We describe a
simple glob al support function that can be eff iciently
implemented by relaxation in a netwo rk with only loc al
connectivity. This function , which is the solut ion to the heat
diffusion equat ion, does not work as well as Prazdny 's . By using
the difference of two heat equations, we can improve the
performance 'and get results almost identical to Prazdn y's . at a
lower computational cost .

2. Previous work
The first investigations into random -dot stereograms began
with Julesz ' work 2 in which he stud ied stereo image pairs
cons isting only of random dots . These stereograms contain no
monocular depth cues, and yet still yield a vivid depth perception
when fused (Figure 1).
In addition to generating the
stereoqrarns, Julesz also proposed a simple "spring" model that
could solve the correspondence problern''. Several related
models were subsequently proposed by Sperlinq", Dev5 , Marr
and Pogg i06 and most recently Prazdny 1.

1. Int roduction
Random -dot ste reograms have long been used in vision to
study the process of binocular dep th perception .
Such
stereogr ams (image pairs) are formed by plac ing black do ts
randoml y on a white background . and shifllng them different ially
in the left and right images. The simple form of the feature points
focuses attention on the selection of the correct matches among
all the possible correspondences.
This paper compares a number of stereo correspondence
algor ithms that use global support functions. In such algorithms,
each cand idate match receives votes from its neighboring
matches (with similar disparity matches voting more sl(ongly).
The match with the greatest support in each ocular column is
selected as the correct match . Such a scheme can be used to
solve both opaque and transparent surface stereograms.
An alternative to the direct calculation of the global support
function is its approximat ion by a heat diffus ion equat ion ,
allowing analysis by the finite element method . This yields a
local iterative method that is computationally more effic ient ,
while maintain ing a similar level of performance compared to the
direct implementation.
The paper is divided as follows. A review of prev ious work in
the field is presented , incl uding the recent work on which this
paper is based . The heat equation is introd uced, and a finite
element analysis is used to obtain an iterative implementation. A
multi-resolution vers ion is briefly discussed , followed by a
discussion of the shape of the support function , and how it can
be improved. Finally comparative results are presented on some
sample stereograms, and the conclusions are summarized .
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Figu re 1: A random -dot stereogram sho wing transparent surfaces
The surfaces form a series of steps with a central 0 disparity plane
The dot density is 20%

The Marr -Poggio cooperative stereo algorithm is based on
three rules : co mp atibi lity , unioue ness and co ntinui ty.
By
restricting our attention to random-dot stereograms. we can by
pass the difficult issue of compatibility or feature match ing .
Much work has been done in this field 7. 8 , as well as in the
development of non -parall el algorithms9 . 1O. Neither of these
top ics is addressed here.
Using the Marr -Poqqio algorithm , the correspondence problem
is solved by iteratively upd ating a netwo rk of linear threshold
units, each of which is connected to a small number of
neighbors. To implement the uniqueness rule that each point in
one image usually match es only one point in the other image,
matches in the same ocu lar column inhibit each other. To
implement the continuity rule that adjacent po ints on a surface
are at similar depths, nearby matches at the same disparity
support each other. After iterating, the network settles to a
solution that cons ists of a dense map of disparity values . In the
Marr-Poqqio model , the interpolation of disparity values to areas
where no matches exist is necessary to ach ieve global support
with only local interactions.

Recently, Prazdny has proposed a local non-iterative parallel
algorithm that replaces the continuity rule with a coherence
principle 1. This principle requires matched points to lie on some
coherent (relatively smooth) surface, but does not require
neighboring matches to be on the same surface. This principle
allows the solution of transparent randorn-dot stereograms
(Figure 1), but it cannot be implemented in a network (such as
Marr-Poggio rnodel'') where non-neighboring 1 matches can only
support each other by interpolating phantom matches (i.e.
matches where no feature points exist).
Prazdnys algorithm works by determining for each possible
match a single "disparity cell" value that is the sum of the
similarity support received from its neighbors. The support
function is based on the disparity gradient, which is the slant of
the line through the two points, and its strength is inversely
proportional to the image plane distance between the points.
Within each disparity column. the match with the highest support
is selected. This process is done separately for each eye, and
the results are combined. An alternative support function that
uses some iteration and in addition has a fixed disparity gradient
limit has also been proposed by Mayhew 11.
The algorithm presented in this paper is similar to Prazdny's,
except that it replaces the global support function with one that
can be calculated by iteration of a local finite difference
equation. Thus, a tradeoff can be made between the number of
connections and the number of iterations.

3. The heat equation
The support function that we are searching for should be
analytic, amenable to finite element analysis and realizable using
relaxation. It must obey superposition, to allow a strictly local
implementation, and isotropic (for simplicity). The effects of one
candidate match on another should falloff as the distance
between the two increases.
One possible candidate for such a function might be the heat
equation

au

,

-at = V"u

with

u(x,O) =jtx)

in which the input data is used as the starting condition 12.
Unfortunately, the blurring in this model increases with time, and
the solution converges to a single uniform temperature,
independent of the input. To get a useful solution we need heat
sources embedded in the three-dimensional (x.y.d) space. The
heat diffusion equation for such a system at equilibrium is

au
at

,

-=v"u-au+p=O
where p is the function defining the point sources (i.e,
compatibility function). The uu (decay) term ensures
solution falls away to 0 away from the sources. Note
equation above is similar to the membrane model for
interpolation 13

p is the
that the
that the
surface

V 2u + {3(p- u)=O
which, however, does not fall off to 0, and does not obey
superposition.
1Non-neighboring matches are those that are more widely separated than the
radius of the support function

Since superposition holds. to find the total analytical solution,
it is only necessary to find the solution for a single point source
at the origin (see Appendix A). The solution is of the form
u(r)

= ~e - yr;;- r
r

(where r is the distance from the origin)

4. Finite element solution
To calculate the values of the solution of the heat equation in a
local iterative fashion, a finite element approach is used. Since
the differential equation to be solved is Laplace's equation, a
simple linear
conforming element can be useo ": 13. With a
rectangular tessellation, we can express the gradient as
y2 U

x.y.d

=K

1

{u x+ s.y.d + uxr v.y.d+ u x.y+ i.d + U X.y-l.J }

{ U r .y .d + I

+ U t .y .J-

1} -

+

(2+'(1': )U't.).J

where K 1 is the ratio of horizontal to vertical thermal conductivity
coefficients. The heat equation can then be solved using the
following iterative algorithm.

where p

= 1 at any candidate match.

Simulations of this algorithm show that it converges to
expected analytic function, except at the origin, where
function is undefined. Convergence is much more rapid
larger a's (faster decay constants). Also, the points near
origin converge rapidly to their final values. The details of
implementation are given in Appendix B.

the
the
for
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The time required for a point to reach within a fixed percentage
of its final val ue is linearly related to its distance from the origin
(i.e. the heat source). Thus, the time complexity of the iterative
algorithm is O(n) as opposed to Prazdny's non-iterative (0(1))
algorithm. However, the iterative version requires only six
connections (0(1 »), whereas Prazdny's requires 0(fl2)
(assuming a constant disparity limit). These are not formal
complexity bounds, but are meant to suggest the tradeoff
available between iteration and connection complexity.

5. Multi-resolution algorithms
A multi-resolution implementation of the algorithm can be used
to significantly speed up its convergence. This is especially true
for the heat diffusion equation, since the effective a increases by
4 each time the image is subsampled by 2 (replacing r by r/2 in
u(r) yields an identical function if a is replaced by 4a).
To implement a multi-resolution version, a simple coarse-to
fine strategy should be sufficient. The same diffusion equation
(and hence updating rule) is used, except that u must be scaled
up. and the p's must be calculated by local smoothing. If multi
resolution matching data is available, it can be used directly as
input to the various levels.
Since experimental results show that only a few (e.g. 6)
iterations at the finest level are needed to solve the stereo
correspondence problem, the multi-resolution version of the
heat equation has not been implemented.
Multi-resolution
techniques would be of interest if the radius of the support
function were larger, or the number of iterations had to be
reduced.
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6. The shape of the support function
The shape of the support function used by Prazdny has a
desirable fall-off for large disparity gradients (i.e. nearby
candidate matches with widely different disparities), while the
shape of the heat diffusion response is more elliptic (Figure 2a
and 2b). These figures show a vertical cross-section through the
(.r,y.d) space. plotting equipotential contours of the support
function. A better shape can be obtained by superimposing two
heat diffusion processes. One is excitatory and has a faster
diffusion in the horizontal direction, while the other is inhibitory,
and has slower diffusion horizontally. This difference of heat
equations is analogous to a difference of gaussians (DOG)
function, where the superposition of two blurring functions can
be used to obtain the desired response. The resulting support
function approximates Prazdny's reasonably well (Figure 2c).

x

(a) Prazdny's function l/clxl·exp{ -

c!12c!'x-}

d

The other major difference between the heat equation
algorithm and Prazdny's is that the latter only picks the lowest
disparity gradient point in each column to give support.
Prazdny's algorithm thus has the advantage that points that are
not coherent usually do not interact.
However, it is not
implementable as a relaxation process.

7. Results
Simulations were made to determine the relative performance
of the Prazdny and the heat equation algorithms. We made no
attempt to implement the full Prazdny algorithm. In particular,
instead of using edge points to determine candidate matches,
only the black pixels were used. Also, the simulations were run
with right-eye centered disparities only. Even so, comparative
results can be obtained, by looking at the relative number of
false matches made.
The algorithms were tested on a variety of sample stereograms,
both transparent and opaque.
The results of the three
algorithms (1) Prazdny's, (2) single heat equation and (3)
difference of heat equation are shown in Figure 3 for the
transparent steps stereogram. Figure 4 shows the results for an
opaque pyramid (wedding-cake) stereogram.
These figures
show the 7 disparity planes layed out horizontally (the nearest
plane is to the left). The top strip in each figure shows the
candidate matches (compatibilities), while the lower strips show
the results for the three algorithms.
On most images, Prazdny's algorithm performed very slightly
better than the difference of heat equations, and both performed
significantly better than the single !leat diffusion algorithm. The
numerical results shown in Table 1 suggest that the difference in
performance is attributable to the selection of the best match in
each column to determine support (i.e. not using superposition).
The shape of the support function (whether Prazdny's or
difference of heat equations) matters little.
Table 1: Performance results for "transparent steps"
Prazdny
Diff. of Heat

Coherence
92.9%
93.6%

SuperpositiQn
88.9%
89.6%

DiffusiQn
89.8%

NQtes
(b) Heat diffusion l/~ (for small a)

1. Figures are percentage correct matches out of 740.
2. Columns indicate the algorithm chosen, rQWS
indicate the shape of the SUPPQrt function.
3. The diffusion equation (6 iterations) and DoH
superposltion results should be identical.

d

8. Conclusions

(c) Double heat diffusion IIv' (K1XY + (f -IIv' (K

XY+ (f

2

Figu re 2: Shape of the support functions
The dots indicate the digital grid (i.e. possible match locations)

Recent work by Prazdny has shown that global support
functions combined with a local winner-take-all selection can do
well at solving the stereo correspondence problem. In general, it
is impossible to implement an arbitrary global support function in
a tocal iterative fashion. However, a function very similar to the
one chosen by Prazdny can be implemented as the difference ot
tWQ local heat diffusion processes. For this function, a tradeoff
is available between iteration and connection complexity. Since
the iterative algorithm converges quickly and has a very low
connection cornplexity, it requires far less total computation,
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Figu re 3: Solutions of the transparent steps stereogram
(a) Candidate matches (compatibilities), (b) Prazdny's algorithm,
(c) Single heat equation, (d) Double heat equation
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Figu re 4. Solutions of the pyramid (wedding cake) stereogram
(a) Candidate matches (compatibilities), (b) Prazdny's algorithm,
(c) Single heat equation, (d) Double heat equation
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When the only source is at the origin,
only, where ris the radius,
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2

u-au=-+----au=O

where n is the dimensionality 'of the space (here, 11= 3). This
second order non-linear differential equation can be put into its
standard form by using the substitution
u(r)

= r-(n-l)/2}(r)

which reduces to
y,_[(n-l)(n-3) + a]y = 0

4,2
For three dimensions (n = 3), the two solutions are
u()
r

1 ~Y-;;- r

=-e
r

of which the bounded solution meets the required boundary
condition u(oo)=O. This solution has a discontinuity at r=O, so
care must be taken in imposing the other boundary condition.
One way to specify the boundary condition is to have a
constant temperature sphere around the origin

=

u(r)
To for r S roo
.'
However, this invalidates the assumption of superposition, since
heat flow is not propagated through the sphere. An alternate
solution is to have the surrounding sphere be a heat source, i.e,

au
a, = Po

on r

= '0'

In practice" the heat source model was chosen for the finite
element solution, with a point source set at the location of each
candidate match.

B. Iterative algorithm implementation
The updating rule that was used was

L:=

+ux+l.y.d +ux.y-r i.d +ux.y+l.d)+

I(·(U
1 xr v.y.d

Ux,y,d-l

+U

X •y .d

+ 1-(·: +t;X ~, ).u x,)'.';

dU:= L-a·ux..)J.d+ px.Y.;
ux.)'.d :

= max <O'Ux,J'.d + lJ./·dU>

This is repeated for a second v array using Ie" and the two results
are subtracted to obtain the final support value. The match with
the highest support in each disparity column is selected as the
co rrect match.
Gauss-Seidel (i.e. asynchronous) iteration is used, with the
6 iterations (per
point) are usually sufficient for good performance.
The
parameters used were d/=0.125,
=0.75,
1.25 and a =0.25.

(x,y,d) order being reversed after each pass.
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